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The purpose of this briefing is to reply to frequently asked questions on the existing legal
framework and case law on immigration detention and de facto detention. This briefing draws
from the evolving and recent jurisprudence from EU and international bodies. It is addressed
to policy-makers working on legal reforms as well as civil society organisations advocating for
migrants’ rights.
Even though the current legal framework and jurisprudence may allow for the use of
immigration detention in specific circumstances and as measure of last resort, detention is
always harmful, disproportionate and ineffective.1 For this reason, an increasing number of
international bodies have stated that detention for immigration control purposes should be
progressively ended.2
PICUM is against the use of immigration detention in all circumstances, and calls on
Member States and the European Union to put an end to it.
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IN FOCUS
How is detention considered in the EU Pact
on Migration and Asylum?
Released by the European Commission in September 2020, the EU Pact on Migration and
Asylum is a multi-annual EU strategy in the area of asylum and migration.3 Among its five
legislative proposals and four recommendations, there are at least two instruments which, if
approved, would have an impact on detention:4

Proposal for a Screening Regulation5
This proposal introduces a mandatory screening procedure to be carried out at the EU
external borders towards persons who do not fulfil the entry conditions under the Schengen
Borders Code. The procedure is to be completed within five days, extendable to ten days
in exceptional circumstances where a “disproportionate number” of persons needs to be
processed. Screening is to take place “at locations situated at or in proximity to the external
borders” and persons undergoing screening will not be permitted to enter the territory of the
state.6
States will thus be bound to prevent the persons’ entry inside their territory. In practice, this
will imply detaining the person, or at least restricting their freedom of movement.7

The implications of the screening procedure at the external borders
can be inferred from the hotspot procedure implemented at the
Greek Aegean islands, which the screening procedure resembles.8
In practice, people placed at Greek hotspots are either deprived of
their liberty or have their freedom of movement restricted, although
domestic law refers only to restriction of liberty. The functioning of the
hotspots blurs the lines between the restriction on and deprivation
of liberty and leads to de facto detention practices. Similar concerns
have been expressed with regard to the Multi-Purpose Reception
and Identification Centre intended to replace the Lesvos hotspot and
operationalise the screening procedure.9

The proposal also provides for the mandatory screening of persons found within state’s
territory if there is no indication that they have crossed the external border in an authorised
manner. Unlike the screening at external borders, screening in this context will be conducted
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at any “appropriate location” within the territory of a state and should last maximum three
days from the apprehension.10
Despite the risk of deprivation of liberty entailed by the screening procedure, the operational
part of the proposal does not mention detention. Detention is only mentioned in the preamble,
which provides that in individual cases, where required, measures preventing entry may
include detention, subject to domestic law of the country. However, in light of previous ECtHR
jurisprudence, which found that holding migrants at an identification and registration centre
and on ships for nine days amounted to de facto deprivation of liberty because the persons’
freedom of movement was limited inside the facilities and they were not allowed to leave
the premises11, it is very likely that these measures will amount to detention. The mandatory
nature of the screening at external borders and the obligation on states to prevent persons’
entry inside their territory - combined with lack of regulation on the circumstances in which
this will be possible and the lack of safeguards such as those mentioned in Questions 4 and
5 - will likely trigger an increase in de facto detention at the EU external borders.

Revised proposal for the Asylum Procedures Regulation12
This proposal provides for wide circumstances in which asylum procedures can be conducted
at EU borders, including three cases in which the border asylum procedure becomes
mandatory.13 If the claim for international protection is rejected in the border asylum procedure,
the person is to be channelled to the border return procedure. Each of the procedures should
be completed within 12 weeks, extendable to 20 weeks in a “crisis situation.”14 During this
period, the persons are not permitted to enter the territory of the states and should be kept
in “locations at or in proximity to the external border or transit zones.”15
As during the screening, this implies that states will be bound to prevent the person’s entry
inside their territory during these asylum and return border procedures, which will typically
entail detention.16 Indeed, as research shows, border procedures tend to involve deprivation of
liberty.17 In contrast to the proposal for the Screening Regulation, the proposal for the Asylum
Procedures Regulation does refer to detention. As regards border asylum procedure, detention
grounds spelled out in the Reception Conditions Directive are to apply. Concerning the border
return procedure, the proposal provides for broad grounds for detention for persons who
have been detained during border asylum procedures and refers to the Return Directive for
those who have not been previously detained. Overall, the mandatory border procedures risk
leading to systematic detention at the EU external borders for up to nine months, which is at
odds with the requirement under Art. 8 of the Reception Conditions Directive not to detain
a person for the sole reason that they are asylum applicants. As mentioned in the Question
2, according to the CJEU, holding asylum seekers in a transit zone will amount to deprivation
of liberty if the persons are required to remain permanently within a restricted and closed
perimeter and thereby are deprived of their freedom of movement and isolated from the rest
of the population.18
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What legal standards should apply to detention at borders?
In order not to be arbitrary, detention at the EU’s external borders during the screening, border
asylum and border return procedures will have to comply with the international framework
regulating immigration detention. In particular, the principles discussed in Questions 4 and 5
should apply, such as:
•

Lawfulness: precise legal basis in domestic law, including grounds for detention which
are clearly and exhaustively enumerated.

•

Necessity and proportionality: detention used as an exceptional measure of last
resort, based on an individual assessment and verification whether alternatives to
detention can reach the objective of detention.

•

Vulnerable persons and children: no detention of vulnerable persons and children,
and adequate vulnerability screening and age assessment procedures provided.

•

Detention time period: detention maintained for the shortest time possible.

•

Notification of detention: notification of legal and factual grounds for detention and
appeal channels at the time of the arrest in language the person understands and
accessible manner.

•

Review of detention: speedy judicial review of the lawfulness of detention and if
immigration detention extends in time, automatic and periodic review.

•

Legal and linguistic assistance: access to legal representation and advice and
interpreters, if necessary, free of charge.

What legal standards should apply to restriction on freedom of
movement at borders?
In cases where the measure to prevent the person’s entry inside the state’s territory during
the screening, border asylum or border return procedure will not amount to detention, it will
have to comply with the requirements on restriction on freedom of movement discussed in
Question 3. The restriction will have to have a basis in domestic law, serve one of the legitimate
purposes and be necessary for achieving them.
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